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ABSTRACT:The paper deals with the change within the education at the macro level, a 

comparison between change before and after 1989 – before and during Ceausescu s 

comunist period of time and changes between 1989 and 2018, the role and importance of 

National Qualification framework and European Qualification Framework and the result of 

change at the level of diploma suppliment from public administration field. The diploma 

suppliment is seen as a new managerial tool of transperancy and a supportive tool for the 

Romanian students who must have opportunities for employment within labour market in 

E.U and outside of E.U. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Within the UN countries, there are huge differences at socioeconomic level and at 

national level, there are inequalities at regional and local level. The global policies cannot 

be applied for the implementation of the sustainable development goals, thus strategies 

must be applied according to national, even regional and local particularities (SZABÓ, 

2016). 

The labour market of EU is a large one for all the member states and especially for 

students and teachers, too. It is a reality and it is well known that every student or 

graduator of a university degree can go without barriers to find a job or to get a student 

scholarship in any European country. But, all the universities from EU countries are 

prepared to assure the same quality standard for their similar study programmes? 

At the same time, what is written and declared as competencies by the universitary 

authority inside the diploma suppliment, are they realy competencies or there is a gap 

between what is written on a headed paper and what is in reality as a real competence? 
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